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Abstract: Virtualization of the programmable data plane allows multiple virtual pipelines to be placed on the same physical programmable device, enabling more flexible network function composition, debugging, etc. Existing proposals like HyPer4 and HyperVDP realize virtualization with a hypervisor-like program to emulate customers’ programs, which becomes the mainstream of the current methods. Despite the progress achieved, their designs still have problems from inefficient structure to waste of resources. At the same time, they do not consider how to reasonably place the pipeline of different customers on the hypervisor which may cause unnecessary recirculations. So, in this paper, we present HyperSwitch, an efficient data plane hypervisor with several new techniques to optimize its structure design and reduce the resource consumption. We also model the multiple pipeline placement problem into an integer linear programming problem so that it can have the optimal solution. Compared to existing work, HyperSwitch acquires a decreasing delay by 26.3% on average and avoids almost all happenings of recirculation.
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1. Introduction

With the advent of reconfigurable match-action table architecture [4,5] and domain-specific languages like P4[2] and NPL [1], the Programmable Data Plane (PDP) enables network operators to customize the behaviors of network devices. Ordinarily, each programmable data plane represents a single networking context defined by one PDP program. In order to support diverse sets of customers or to flexibly compose virtual functions together for complex packet processing, in many cases operators might desire more than one context for a given network device even if this device has only one physical data plane. And one answer to this is virtualization.

The literature on PDP virtualization can be classified into 1) compiler-based approach and 2) hypervisor-based approach.

Compiler-based PDP virtualization [10][8] aims to provide a compiler-level virtualization layer to support the concurrent execution of multiple PDP programs which essential idea is to merge multiple PDP programs into one as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, if the customers want to update or change their PDP contexts, the data plane still needs to be interrupted and reconfigured. So, the compiler-based schemes are partial virtualization or pseudo-virtualization.

On the other hand, hypervisor-based approaches [6][9] introduce a special purpose program that provides a platform on which multiple PDP programs can be installed. An overall architecture for this kind of approaches is shown in Figure 2. A special designed PDP program, which is called as the hypervisor, is the real context running on the physical data plane(①). And the customers’ programs and their table entries are all translated to the hypervisor’s tables’ entries by the VPDP compiler to make the hypervisor work(②). Because these table entries can be dynamically modified by the control plane, one customer’s update would not interrupt the whole system hypervisor-based approaches are more acceptable solutions.

Hypervisor-based approaches support live reconfiguration and flexible network function composition. At the same time, it is suitable for all kinds of hardware platforms. However, it is non-negligible that hypervisor-based virtualization comes with a performance penalty. If the delay of the virtual pipeline is too longer than the native pipeline, it will be impossible to use it in the actual scene. So how to improve its efficiency as much as possible is the focus of design.
The designs of existing hypervisors are still insufficient in efficiency improvement. And they do not consider the multiple virtual pipeline placement problem. This lack of consideration will lead to unnecessary pipeline recirculations which will greatly reduce efficiency.

This paper provides a novel, efficient hypervisor as well as an optimal solution to the multiple virtual pipeline placement problem on it. Experiments show that we acquire a decreasing delay by 26.3% on average and avoids almost all happenings of recirculation.

Figure 1 Workflow of compiler-based approach.

Figure 2 Architecture of hypervisor-based approach.
2. Background and Motivation

2.1 Background of Hypervisor-based Virtualization

The core part of a hypervisor-based virtualization framework is the hypervisor program. It is a special designed programmable data plane program that by modifying its table entries from the control plane, it can simulate other PDP programs like L2 switch written by the customers.

The hypervisor program is usually composed of three parts: the general parser, the enumeration pipeline and the egress pipeline. Figure 3 demonstrates this model.

To support virtualization, the general parser should be able to parse arbitrary header patterns. Since 1) the programmer can define arbitrary patterns of header struct. 2) The programmers' definition of the header struct can be gained from the VPDP compiler, the substance work of the general parser is to extract the whole packet header as a monolithic block of data according to its header length, and its inner contents can be identified by looking up tables in the later pipeline.

The enumeration pipeline emulates the customers' match-action pipeline. The match-action pipeline is the main part of a PDP program, although different PDP languages provide different language abstractions, this part can be modeled as a series of match-action units read and write fields in a data bus that the execution order of these units is determined by the program's control flow which is expressed as if-else statements. To emulate one logical match-action unit, the hypervisor needs to use multiple match-action units that form a "slot". The slot can be divided into the match part and the action part. To emulate arbitrary actions, the action part is an enumeration of all action primitives. And the hypervisor queries tables in the match part to identify customers and decide which actions to use. Such slots are arranged in sequence to form the enumeration pipeline of the hypervisor.

The egress pipeline builds, checks, sends, or drops the egress packet by calling functions provided by the PDP languages.

This three-part hypervisor design refers to the architecture of common PDP programs and is adopted by the former works, in which the specific data structure design and workflow design are different.

Figure 3 The hypervisor program model.

2.2 Motivation of HyperSwitch

We posit that a data plane hypervisor should satisfy two aspects of requirements: (1) It should reduce resource consumption and operation steps as much as possible to improve performance for emulating one program. (2) It should provide optimal placement under limited resources for multiple customer programs to improve the overall performance.

Although HyperVDP has improved in the first aspect compared with Hyper4, it still has many shortcomings. (1) The match-part of a slot consumes too many resources. Hyper4 designs a series of identical, possibly unused tables to repeatedly determine whether the complete match result has been gained and executed. HyperVDP uses bitmap to improve this, but it still uses the "ternary" match-kind to match on the whole data bus. To reduce the TCAM pressure, it classifies the data into three types: packet header, standard metadata and user-defined metadata, then uses three tables for each type and one table to combine their results to provide an action bitmap. All the same, the match field for this design is still very large, like matching on $dstAddr$ of the $Ip$ header is evidently different from matching the...
whole packet header. (2) The action-part of a slot has not been optimized according to the actual situation. In practice, each action is used with different frequency, but neither of the former works considered this, resulting in a lot of unnecessary judgment processes. (3) Structure designed for emulating the control flow is rigid. The if-else statements express the control flow of the PDP programs, but Hyper4 does not support emulating these condition statements. HyperVDP designs a “condition binding” part for each slot which uses a dedicated set of tables to emulate the condition expressions. Its pipeline design is shown in Figure 4. But this design is rigid: 1) Each slot must go through these condition binding tables even if their contents are on the must path of the original program, 2) latter slots which contents are actually under the same condition states of the former slot cannot avoid experiencing these tables again.

All the above are the problems that our design will improve.

![Figure 4 The enumeration pipeline structure of HyperVDP](image)

For the second aspect, neither Hyper4 nor HyperVDP has considered this issue. Although HyperVDP proposes "Dynamic Stage Mapping", it is a theoretical method to mapping an unpredictable number of units onto the limited slots which is inspired by the mechanisms used in direct-mapped cache. However, it does not consider whether the mapping is necessarily successful or optimal. We can also find that simply using greedy algorithm or average allocation can not provide the optimal solution to this placement problem.

So in this paper, we present HyperSwitch, an efficient hypervisor model to support better PDP virtualization. In section 3 we introduce several new techniques to improve the design defects of previous works. And in section 4, we are the first to model the placement problem as an integer linear programming problem so that it can be solved.

3. The Hypervisor Program Design

This section introduces the new techniques designed to optimize different parts of the hypervisor program: grade header to reduce parser overhead, and grade bitmap, block assignment and decoupled control mapping for pipeline.

3.1 Optimizing General Parser

We define a novel hypervisor header to make the general parser work more efficient. The general parser needs to extract a special header which can express arbitrary length of header. The header structure here is named as “VPDP grade header”:

![Figure 5 VPDP grade header](image)

The design draws lesson from the expression of binary numbers, that the whole structure is combined of a series units sized of $2^0$ bytes, $2^1$ bytes, $2^2$ bytes, ..., and so on. In the parsing, the exact bit of the binary expression of the packet length determines whether this level of header units should be extracted. Therefore, arbitrary length of header can be extracted in one parser node by $O(1)$.
n)$ judging times and equal or less extraction operations. While the former work, Hyper4, using a vector-like structure, its judging times and the number of extraction operations both reached $O(n)$.

After extracting the VPDP header, these header data will be moved to a desired place in a whole data bus defined by the hypervisor and be processed as part of the data bus by the later pipeline.

3.2 Optimizing Enumeration Pipeline

Compared with the existing works, we design a more concise slot structure. Figure 6 demonstrates this "locate-execute" structure. The slot reads and writes the data bus in which the hypervisor uses a whole block of metadata (named as VPDP user bus) to represent all kinds of customer-defined data. Although it can match on the whole metadata, this process obviously causes too much burden. So, we divide tables into two types: the location table and the execute table.

The match-location table sets the needed address number to the VPDP control bus, then the match-execute table uses these addresses to locate the data in the user bus to be matched and sets the actions need to be invoked. The action-location table sets the data addresses for locating the actions' inlet parameters, and according to the match result, the hypervisor invokes corresponding actions in the enumeration of actions. At present, this design declares the least number of tables.

3.2.1 Grade Bitmap

We improve the action bitmap design by grading these actions. For more practical use, we can observe that the use frequency for different action primitives is different. According to the 8 sample programs provided by P4 tutorial\cite{p4tut}, the average proportion of assignment statements to all action statements is 53\%, of add/subtract is 18\%, of drop is 23\%, and of other is 7\%. Therefore we can divide these action primitives into different batches according to their use frequency and types. The bitmap structure does not need to be modified for this design that only some bits in the bitmap are now used for whole batch judgement (figure 7). When selecting actions, the hypervisor first checks the whole batch position, if it equals to one, then checks the following bits for this batch. Under this grade bitmap design, about 80 percent of judgements can be avoided in the action part.

![Figure 6](image)

*Figure 6 The "locate-execute" slot model.*

![Figure 7](image)

*Figure 7 Grade bitmap, the orange bit stands for a batch.*
3.2.2 Block Assignment

We further optimize the simulation process of the assignment actions.

Assignment action dominates the customers’ PDP programs. According to the 8 sample programs provided by P4 tutorial, the average proportion of assignment statements to all action statements is 53% and the average number of assignment statements in one logical stage is 2.64.

2.64 means in many cases, one match table will call multiple assignments that in the former hypervisor design, these assignments must be mapped to different slots since action primitives enumerated in each slot are limited. One solution to alleviate this problem is to settle more assign primitives in one slot. However, this method is still not flexible enough.

We observe that since all customers’ packet header and metadata definition have already mapped to a whole data bus in the hypervisor program that the hypervisor should look up the location table to distinguish them, then just like many IO optimization methods used in the computer system, data assigned in one logical stage does not actually need to be partitioned for their original meaning but can be seen as a whole and be processed only once.

Figure 8 shows an example of this block assignment process. The customer defines three kinds of data which will be assigned separately in one match-action unit in the original program. Without block assignment, the hypervisor needs to use three slots to emulate, however the VPDP compiler can allocate a continuous space for these three data, the location table now provides the address of this continuous space and only one assignment to this space is enough.

![Figure 8 Example of block assignment.](image)

3.2.3 Decoupled Control Mapping

Our design decouples the tables for branch expressions (which we call condition branch node) with the match-action slots. To be specific, the hypervisor still uses a dedicated set of tables to emulate the branch expressions which match result is a stage bitmap, a branch result bitmap, and a $next_id$ to mark when is the next time to call this condition branch node. When entering the enumeration pipeline, the hypervisor first checks the $next_id$ initial value to decide whether to call this condition branch node for some customer programs do not use if-else statement, once these branch node tables are looked up, the hypervisor itself uses if-else statement to check the stage bitmap to decide whether this slot should be jumped, or which branch of the original program should be emulated. Thanks to the $next_id$, the hypervisor can avoid looking up these tables for every slot. And these tables can be designed to support complex branch expressions. The structure for this design is shown in figure 9.
4. Multiple Virtual Pipeline Placement Problem

We are the first to solve the placement problem of different customers' pipelines under the condition of limited resources by modeling it as a multi-objective integer linear programming problem.

The pipeline of an ordinary PDP program can be transferred to a DAG where each node denotes a match-action unit and each edge represents the dependency between them. Then we can use the topological sorting algorithm to convert this DAG into a uniform linear sequence so as to determine which slot to present which unit. Suppose that the resources available in each slot are infinite, then we just need to load these units one by one. Although this assumption is adopted by previous works by default, it does not hold in reality.

We use a simple example to illustrate this problem. Assume that our hypervisor has 4 slots which each has $R$ resources. Customer $program_1$ has 2 units which each needs $R$ resources in the hypervisor and customer $program_2$ has 4 units which each needs $0.5R$. If we use greedy algorithm (i.e. first-come-first-serve algorithm) that allocates the first two slots to meet $program_1$ requirements then there is no enough slot for $program_2$ which then needs to be recirculated. This is because a slot's workflow is fixed, so it is impossible to deploy multiple units into one slot in one process. The better solution to this example is to load the unit of $program_1$ into two slots which leaves resources for $program_2$. But if we take the way of average allocation to ensure the resources of each program, it is not necessarily optimal. For instance, if $program_2$ is the same as $program_1$, then one of the best plans is to allocate the first two slots to $program_1$ and the next to $program_2$. So we find that we need to model this problem as an integer linear programming problem to solve it.

The hypervisor may know the customers' programs by loading entries from the control plane at one time, or these table entries who present a customer program can be inputted at different time. Because the hypervisor supports live reconfiguration, we can discuss the latter as the former. At a certain moment, there are $M$ customers' programs: ${P_1,P_2...P_m}$. For customers' program $i$, it has $nbU_i$ match-action units and for one of its match-action unit $u$, it needs $r_{i,u}$ resources in the hypervisor and can be assigned to use $x_{i,u,s}$ resources of slot $s$, we denote it as $x_{i,u,s}$. Our first objective is to minimize the number of recirculations $T$ , for recirculation will greatly affect the delay and throughput. We define that the hypervisor has $NS$ slots in real but infinite slots in logical that the slots with the same result of module $NS$ belongs to the same real slot and share the resources $SR$ . (Through recirculation, the customer program may still lack resources, and we will say that the hypervisor can not support deployment at this time). Let $\chi_i$ denotes the max number of slot id assigned to program $i$. Then our objective is:

\[
\min \sum_{i=1}^{M} \lceil \chi_i / N \rceil \label{objective1}
\]
where for any program $i$ :

\[
\text{if } x_{i,u,s} > 0, \chi_i \geq s
\]

When objective \ref{objective1} is met, we further want to minimize the total number of used slots to improve the performance. This objective can be transformed as the following:

\[
\min \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{u=1}^{nbU_i} \sum_{s=1}^{\chi_i} \lceil \frac{x_{i,u,s}}{R} \rceil
\]

Dependency Constraint: Like \cite{C2ReSw}, we use boolean variable $D_{A,B}$ to indicate whether unit B behinds A in the linear sequence, and the start and end slot ids assigned for unit $u$ are denoted as $S_u$ and $E_u$. We have the dependency constraint:

\[
\forall D_{A,B} > 0, E_A < S_B
\]

Assignment Constraint: All customers’ units must be assigned their required resources somewhere in the pipeline.

\[
\forall i, u, \sum_{s=1}^{\chi_i} (\chi_i) \{x_{i,u,s}\} \geq r_{i,u}
\]

Capacity Constraint: For each real slot, it can not allocate more resources than it has.

\[
\forall n \in \{0,1,...,N-1\}, \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{u=1}^{nbU_i} \sum_{s \in \{a | a \mod N = n\}} x_{i,u,s} \leq R
\]

By modeling this placement problem, we can now use the integer linear programming tool to obtain the optimal solution.

5. Evaluation

We implement two versions of HyperSwitch program, one for P4 and the other for NPL. Figure 10 illustrates the table declare numbers for each version, which also uses HyperVDP(implemented by P4) as a control. Note that NPL provides "multiple lookup" feature so that tables in different slots can be the same. Our "locate-execute" model requires the least number of tables in one slot which means we needs the least operation steps and resources for declaration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>One match-action slot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Condition Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HyperVDP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HyperwE-P4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HyperwE-NPL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 10 Comparison of table declare numbers.*
We evaluate the performance of BMv2-target HyperSwitch by comparing with HyperVDP and native P4-specific data plane. We use a server with 2×6 Intel i5-10400F 2.90Ghz cores and 16GB memory to run the experiment. The 4 test program are the same as HyperVDP uses in their experiments. Figure 11 shows that compared with HyperVDP, our design consumes less slots and tables which main reason is we use "block assignment". Also, the grade bitmap helps our hypervisor reduce 81% judge times in the action part. Figure 12 illustrates the delay time. The increasing delay of HyperVDP ranges from 37.5% to 63.6% when comparing with native P4. For HyperSwitch, the increasing delay remains below 37.5%, and the minimal increasing delay is only 16.6%. When making a comparison between HyperSwitch and HyperVDP, we can see that HyperSwitch acquires a decreasing delay by 26.3% on average.

### Table(slot) usage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>HyperVDP</th>
<th>HyperwE-P4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L2_switch</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 (1)</td>
<td>5 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firewall</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8 (4)</td>
<td>7 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Router</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16 (4)</td>
<td>9 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARP Proxy</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10 (3)</td>
<td>9 (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 11 Comparison of table-slot usage.*

### Figure 12 Comparison of delay time on p4-bmv2 platform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>HyperVDP</th>
<th>HyperwE-P4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L2_switch</td>
<td>0.8ms</td>
<td>1.1ms</td>
<td>1.1ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firewall</td>
<td>1.1ms</td>
<td>1.6ms</td>
<td>1.3ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Router</td>
<td>1.2ms</td>
<td>1.9ms</td>
<td>1.4ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARP Proxy</td>
<td>1.1ms</td>
<td>1.8ms</td>
<td>1.4ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 12 Comparison of delay time on p4-bmv2 platform.*

For multiple pipeline placement, we compare the improvement of integer linear programming algorithm with first-come-first-serve algorithm used by the HyperVDP. We randomly assign the resource requirements of two random customer programs and check the placement result of the two algorithms. Figure 13(a) shows that the linear programming algorithm avoids most of the recirculations. And figure 13(b) compares the average used slots in ten groups of programs. The multi-objective integer linear
programming also reducing the slot numbers by 16.46% on average.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we present HyperSwitch, an efficient hypervisor for better virtualization of the programmable data plane and an optimal solution to the multiple pipeline placement problem. In HyperSwitch, we propose several innovative techniques such as VPDP grade header, the "locate-execute" slot model, the grade bitmap, the block assignment, and the decoupled condition node. Evaluations show that we further reduce the resource resource consumption and latency comparing with former works. And the multi-objective integer linear programming algorithm, compared with first-come-first-serve, can avoid almost all happenings of recirculation.

This paper mainly focuses on the core part of the hypervisor-based VPDP framework: the hypervisor program. In our future work, we will study the VPDP compiler design and build a complete VPDP framework.
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